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Posted: 12/17/2017 8:09:00 PM
ACTIVE
Matt Breida , RB, San Francisco
def. Tennessee, 25-23
STATS: 5 carries, 16 yards
Ukeme Eligwe, LB, Kansas City
def. Los Angeles Chargers, 30-13
STATS: Played; no stats
Jerick McKinnon, RB, Minnesota
def. Cincinnati, 34-7
STATS: 9 carries, 24 yards; 7 receptions, 114 yards (long of 41 yards)
J.J. Wilcox, S, Pittsburgh
 Inactive
  
PRACTICE SQUAD
 Antwione Williams, LB, Minnesota
  
Montay Crockett, Jacksonville Jaguars
  
INJURED RESERVE
 Edwin Jackson, LB, Indianapolis
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